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Appendix - 1

Questionnaire for Students

Name: -
Name of School: -
Class: -

1 - adhyapanatila drk - like the use of visual tools?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

2 - drk - visual tools to understand more about the complex adhyapanamule is the easiest?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

3 - drk - Audio sadhanadvare were interested in the field of adhyapanamule?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

4 - drk - Audio devices as entertainment only able to adhyapanatila vaparakade you?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

5 - Enumerate the various sahasaleya upakramammule kalagunanna of you sleeping?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

6 - left school at the end of the sahasaleya should venture?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

7 - adhyayanavisayaka educational trips should be raised to the liking?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

8 - drk - Audio devices using self-adhyapanatila - Studies of inspiration when?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

9 - Miscellaneous adhyayanavisayaka activity is the subject of the Board's vidyathryanna?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

10 - sahasaleya regular school program is to assist parents ghenyasambandhi abhyasakramasivaya participation?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

11 - drk - Audio devices uses your personality is to improve the use?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never
12 - drk - the atmosphere is created by the teacher in the teaching of visual tools?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

13 - Study guides are skilled teacher raised the subject of liking?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

14 - drk - visual tools, including tools for the modern teacher?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

15 - sahasaleya upakramankade the entertainment aspect of it is looked into as of
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

16 - sahasaleya upakramammule you get the opportunity to display kalagunanna?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

17 - sahasaleya your initiatives, teacher, mentor and advisor are of
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

18 - You sahasaleya of students undertaking regular work of the former niyojanapramane?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never
19 - sahasaleya activities to society is the result of your personality?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

20 - Pre-niyojanapramane drk - visual teaching tools that are successful are
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never
Appendix - 2

Questionnaire (For teachers)

Name: -  
Name of School: -  
Educational Qualification: -  
Total service: -  
Mother Tongue: -  
Say that the subject: -  
The class teaches: -  

1 - Secondary level of vidyathryam anabhirucica to search for?  
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

2 - Secondary level educational problems to search for?  
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

3 - Extras vidyathryanna vacanam from svayampreranene to encourage knowledge of the editing?  
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

4 - Follow subjects at secondary level they would have to try hard to liking?  
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never
5 - Vidyathryam in sodhakata niriksanavrtti, jijnasavrtti try to cultivate growth of the property?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

6 - Sahasaleya upakramantila academic circles about the amount of space given to the most appears.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

7 - Week to increase the amount of adhyayanavisayaka liking how evidence is to be sahasaleya venture?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

8 - Adhyayanavisayaka students undertaking is always the most amount of time in addition to be.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

9 - Pedagogical activity, sahasaleya sahasiksakanca participation of the most usual is.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

10 - Sahasaleya vidyathryam program's participation in usual basis of the amount of evidence is more than occasionally.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never
11 - Adhyayanavisayaka sahasaleya activities on a regular basis is the usual ratio.

1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

12 - Sahasaleya school activity, visayantila site is always more that correlation.

1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

13 - Adhyayanavisayaka sahasaleya jayantya of activity, great people, to give more space is always punyatithyanna.

1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

14 - There's always co-operate mukhyadhyapakance adhyayanavisayaka sahasaleya activity.

1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

15 - Marathi, Hindi, English or three languages sahasaleya activity, correlation is not always more.

1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

16 - Middle vidyathryam However, different educational problems of the search?

1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never
17 - Abhyasettara science is more evidence to be used sahasaleya upakramantuna sometimes.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

18 - India won independence leaders who are proud of me.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

19 - Encourage teachers to create itihasansi related vartaphalaka.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

20 - Sahasiksaka vidyathrai sahasaleya activity, and avoid people to be involved.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

21 - Professional sahalinna small value based on extensive evidence that it is more.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

22 - School kridamahotsavaca complete and direct consequences on the management of the school program is more.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never
23 - Parts of natayikaranadvare history teacher teachers.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

24 - Sahasaleya vidyathryam activity, participating in activities where the evidence is not always desirable results.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

25 - Sahasaleya vidyathryanna ganitabaddala liking math related products upakramammule is occasionally more.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

26 - Assessment of the capacity of the school upakramammule vidyathryam growth rate are the most usual.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

27 - Sahasaleya vidyathrai study guide and interactive teaching is always sahityanci production.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

28 - Sahasaleya liking upakramammule prudent to increase the opportunity for children to get more knowledge is always getting more evidence.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never
29 - Out of competition tests in vidyathryanna sahasaleya activity, more knowledge is to receive guidance.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

30 - History sahasaleya upakramammule rastrrrriya for ekatma can help.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

31 - Always enjoy getting sahasaleya upakramantuna vidyathryanna sansodhananca is more evidence.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

32 - Vidyalayatila sahasaleya activities for knowledge, the information is always Valuable contribution is more reasonable evidence.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

33 - Vidyathyam participating in the program sahasaleya always get a chance to increase the confidence of sahasaleya upakramammule is high.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

34 - Abhyasettara evidence that the program is more educational trips.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never
35 - The subject of regular school abhyasakade sahasaleya upakramammule vidyathrai is more often ignored.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

36 - Vidyathryinna sahasaleya upakramammule Entertainment Television and Radio sahityakade not only looked into the academic literature as usual approach is more than standpoints.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

37 - I have a sense of commitment and social interest in abhyasapuraka upakramammule vidyathryam rujan to assist the usual rate is high.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

38 - Vidyathryam to be developed in the mental health and asmitabhava sahasaleya venture is always useful to reduce the tie.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

39 - Professional program abhyasapuraka khelammule vidyathryanca remember to keep the excitement increases the chance of ever getting out.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never
40 - Sahasaleya upakramantila action-oriented events vidyathryance attention sankalpanananca up just getting a sense of the chance to be more than usual.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

41 - Vidyathryam life skills to be developed in a number of audio-visual tools are used.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

42 - Thread for each optical element - visual tools can be used.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

43 - Academic Studies of devices always inspiring when you use adhyapanaatila.
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

44 - Audio - visual teaching learning process tools visyantila sankalpanananca complex concept helps to clear?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

45 - Vidyathryam of the optical power to be developed - visual teaching tools that helps?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never
46 - Adhyayanavisayaka liking to increase the audio - visual teaching tools that are vidyathryam creative and inspiring Studies of self?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

47 - To improve academic liking audio - visual production tools, you are giving a boost sarjanasilatesa?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

48 - New tools, new educational products are of interest to you?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

49 - At secondary level in terms of liking visayantargata vidyathryantila is an opportunity to develop the latent kalangunanna?
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never

50 - Ghatakanvyatirikta subject to other good verses jopasanya audio - visual tools yerila uses of
1) Always 2) Sometimes 3) Never
Depth interview

**Characteristics:** to gather information about specific objective.

Name of School: -

Mukhyadhyapakace name: -

Educational Qualification: -

Total service: -

Work experience: -

Abhyasapuraka, sahasaleya rabavilele the program: -

Teachers include: -

Visayantargata various activities: -

Financially weak plan elements: -

Manasikadrstaya weak components: -

The carrier vidyathrai category: -

The principal responsibility of the co-operation: -

Teachers sahasaleya program include: -
By the interviews:

1 - Mr. Jhambare Pundalik, biebi ed., RR Secondary and Jew. MHADA College, Mulund East. - 20 years of work experience

2 - hundred. Gitanjali Bhosle, ed emebi, Department of Primary - R. R.. Primary School, Mulund - 15 years of work experience

3 - Mr. Maruti Sabale B kalu. Ed, Municipal navaghara - 18 years of work experience

4 - Mr. The best, emaebi ed, the rise of young vidyamandira gavanapada, Mulund - 26 years of work experience

5 - hundred. Jurikara intelligence, ed emebi, byre manapa Mulund. - 35 years of work experience
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Modified: -
Nandini G. Girkar
Principal - R. R. D.Ed. College,
Mulund
Hon. Head Mistress
Subject: - sandarbhababata teacher's questionnaire.
Hon. Sir,
I visayanvaye above a hundred. Principal R. Nandini GD down. R.R. D.Ed. College, Mulund in the academic year or the year 2012-13 Ph.D. Jejeti yunivrhasiti, University of Rajasthan is full. As part of this research at secondary level adhyayanavisayaka" my liking vadhavinebabata physician practice is the subject matter.
Tutors are experienced with is the vidyalayatila your feedback and Ma « exploratory or need.
The subject is not in accordance with the terms of a questionnaire to your teacher. Tick the appropriate rakanyasamora ( ) kalavaveta the humble request to your feedback. The response was a secret that I jarila guarantees.
Thanking you!
Your faithfully,
(Mrs. Nandini. Girkar)
Modified

Appendix - B

Mumbai suburban school students list

A. No. Vidyathryace students name the name of the class

1 Dhondu torch ideal school, 9th nahura
2 Swapnil Lokhande Rajesh ideal school, 9th nahura
3 copper ideal Sunil faith school, 9th nahura
Vijay Rakesh Gaikwad
4 model schools, 8 V nahura
Sneha demand model schools Madhukar
5, 8 V nahura
6 Amol satisfaction ghongate ideal school, 9th nahura
7 Peacock Shashikant Sonawane ideal school, 9th nahura
8 or larger. Suradakara model schools, 8 V nahura
9 Chandra Roy dukhande model schools, 8 V nahura
10 model schools Manoj Chavan, V. 8 nahura
11 prajakta arjuna daita Navhind Secondary School, Ghatkopar 9th
Swapnil
12 sankapala Navhind secondary school, Ghatkopar 9th
Pallavi Chandra Navhind
13 rupaji secondary school, Ghatkopar 9th
Renuka Rajendra Chavan Navhind
14 secondary schools, Ghatkopar 9th
Milind Pawar,
15 Navhind inspiration Secondary School, Ghatkopar 9th
Prachi Bhosle Sanjeev Navhind
16 secondary schools, Ghatkopar 9th
17 Wadkar Manali Navhind secondary school, Ghatkopar 9th
18 Sitaram Roy priest Navhind Secondary School, Ghatkopar 9th
Snehal Manjrekar, Vinod Navhind 19 secondary schools, Ghatkopar 9th
20 Malla motiba mutalekara Navhind secondary school, Ghatkopar 9th
21 subhamma Bhaurao Patil vamanarava muranjana Secondary School, Mulund 8 V.
22 sriraja ray doctor vamanarava muranjana Secondary School, Mulund 8 V.
23 Rajesh Rishikesh step vamanarava muranjana secondary school, Mulund 8 V.
The 24-sayali Mukesh vamanarava muranjana secondary school, Mulund 8 V.
25 vamanarava muranjana witness satisfaction Shah Secondary School, Mulund 8 V.
26 avdaita ray kulakanrai vamanarava muranjana Secondary School, Mulund 9th
Shrikant Apte 27 sanika vamanarava muranjana Secondary School, Mulund 9th
28 The rich kulakanrai vamanarava muranjana secondary school, Mulund 9th
29 risvari happy Chavan vamanarava muranjana Secondary School, Mulund 9th
30 yogitaa panic siragare vamanarava muranjana Secondary School, Mulund 9th
The wallet thakuranagara Vidyamandir premasinga 31 Ma. V., Mulund 9th
Imagine thakuranagara Vidyamandir block 32 Ma. V., Mulund 9th
Sayali entitled to 33 Dargha thakuranagara Vidyamandir Hon. V., Mulund 9th
34 King prayer mupidi thakuranagara Vidyamandir Hon. V., Mulund 9th
Ashwini Ashok thakuranagara Vidyamandir khodade
35 Ma. V., Mulund 9th
36 Ma Lakshmi Ramana aunti thakuranagara Vidyamandir. V., Mulund 9th
Rupali picturesque pillars Vidyamandir thakuranagara 37 Ma. V., Mulund 9th
38 Ma Y Sakaram bamula thakuranagara Vidyamandir. V., Mulund 9th
Rajesh M arch
39 sadaphule thakuranagara Vidyamandir. V., Mulund 9th
Akshay Suresh Salunkhe Vidyamandir thakuranagara 40 Ma. V., Mulund 9th
Mrs. Nalini Dilip Priyanka patekara 41 Yashavantrao dode mavi, Mulund 8 V
Mrs. Nalini Yashavantrao dode secondary school pride ghanakute Bal 42, Mulund 8 V.
Mrs. Nalini Yashwantrao Pawar Vinod glory dode 43 secondary schools, Mulund 8 V
Persistence Mrs. Nalini Ramesh Mascara 44 Yashavantrao dode Secondary School, Mulund 8 V.
Mrs. Nalini direction balakusna 45 saramalakara Yashavantrao dode Secondary School, Mulund (East) 8 V.
Mrs. Nalini plea ends 46 vakacaure Yashavantrao dode Secondary School, Mulund (East) 8 V.
Mrs. Nalini Datta Mhatre dipesa 47 Yashavantrao dode Secondary School, Mulund (East) 8 V.
Mrs. Nalini Sivakumar Maruti nagure 48 Yashavantrao dode secondary school, Mulund (East) 8 V.
Mrs. Nalini Yashavantrao dode conakara halosa 49 V Secondary School, Mulund (East) 8 V.
Mrs. Nalini Yashavantrao 50 prajakta Arun dhatraka dode Secondary School, Mulund (East) 8 V.
More Saraswati School Kailash Vikhroli 10th November, 51
Saraswati Chandra Roy 52 macavice School Vikhroli 10th
53 kaanade witness Ravindra 10th Saraswati School Vikhroli
54 Shiva Saraswati Vilas School Vikhroli 10th amakara
55 Herschel development kumbharakara Saraswati School, Vikhroli 10th
56 manikaravabapurava manjaramakara Saraswati School, Vikhroli 10th
57 Peacock come. Atapatakara Saraswati School, Vikhroli 10th
58 Rattan Mohan mehatre Saraswati School, Vikhroli 10th
Ankita Deepak Sonawane 59 Saraswati School, Vikhroli 10th
60 Rishikesh luxury ghodake Saraswati School, Vikhroli 10th
Our young courage rise due 61 Vidyamandir, Secondary Section, 9th Mulund
62 worship Krishna Telugu Vidyamandir rise of young, middle section, Mulund 9th
Deepali silver washer 63 Vidyamandir rise of young, middle section, Mulund 9th
64 Nathuram Vishwanath Patil Vidyamandir rise of young, middle section, Mulund 9th
Shweta Vijay 65 karabenle young Vidyamandir rise, Secondary Section, 9th Mulund
Glory glory of young selatakara 66 Vidyamandir, Secondary Section, 9th Mulund
67 Gayatri Krishna vaithi Vidyamandir rise of young, middle section, Mulund 9th
68 nilama Pol young Ravindra rise Vidyamandir, Secondary Section, 9th Mulund
69 dhanasri young Chandrakant Chaudhary rise Vidyamandir, Secondary Section, 9th Mulund
70 atisa project Shirke Vidyamandir rise of young, middle section, Mulund 9th
71 RR Patil Saurabh Niranjan 10th Secondary School
72 Vaishali step Balkrushn RR 10th Secondary School
73 RR Archana best lamb 10th Secondary School
Surendra dhandada 74 RR Ramakrishna 10th Secondary School
Sridevi Vitthal 75 RR sonakambale 10th Secondary School
76 RR brightness Telang 10th Secondary School
77 RR Suvarna Subhash Thackeray 10th Secondary School
78 RR Pallavi descent 10th Secondary School
79 RR satapute 10th Secondary School
80 RR Sumati gavari 10th Secondary School
81 Ganesh Chavan suryakanta sago barvenagara secondary school, Ghatkopar 8 V
82 Deepali Susmita Dongray sago barvenagara secondary school, Ghatkopar 8 V
83 Shantaram Gaikwad sago barvenagara secondary school system, Ghatkopar 9th
84 Sneha Sanjeev Kamble sago barvenagara Secondary School, Ghatkopar 8 V.
Sushil dwarf secondary school barvenagara 85 BHALERAO sago, Ghatkopar 8 V
86 luxury Mahadev Gogte sago barvenagara Secondary School, Ghatkopar 8 V.
87 light Chavan faith sago barvenagara secondary school, Ghatkopar 9th
Vijay Jadhav 88 nita sago barvenagara Secondary School, Ghatkopar 9th
89 Rajesh Vishnu Nale sago barvenagara secondary school, Ghatkopar 9th
90 Wisdom Secondary School Bhiwani bharamala barvenagara sago, Ghatkopar 9th
New secondary school Mulund Marathi Rishikesh panic mhadalekara 91 8 V
98 He Priyanka Babar new secondary school Mulund Marathi 9th New Maruti late 9th Mulund Marathi Secondary School Premadasa 99 The new secondary school Mulund Marathi Sumitra horn pipe 100 9th
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List of colleges

Mumbai suburban school teachers colleges list
A. No. The name of the class that teaches students teaching high school teacher's name

1 hundred. The ideal school Chandrakant hope, nahuragava MABEd (8 years) 9 V, 10 V

2 Shri. Home school ideal Baban, nahuragava BABEd (11 years) 9 V, 10 V

3 hundred. Model Swati Sapakal school humor, nahuragava BABEd (10 years) 8 V, 9 V

4 hundred. Vijay Shinde minaksi model schools, nahuragava MABEd (8 years) 9 V, 10 V

5 cu. S Thorn stunning model schools, nahuragava BABEd 8 V, 9 V

6 Shri. The RB Navhind Secondary School, Ghatkopar B.Sc.B.Ed (11 years) 7 V, 8 V

7 hundred. The Navhind sarita white school, Ghatkopar M.Sc.B.Ed (11 years) 9 V, 10 V

8 hundred. Secondary school Navhind stunning move, MHADA Colony, Ghatkopar MABEd English (9 years) 8 V, 9 V, 10 V

9 hundred. Mars Ajit Jagdale Navhind secondary school, MHADA Colony, Ghatkopar MABEd (8 years) 8 V, 9 V, 10 V
10 Mr. Tiger jnyaneshwar Navhind secondary school, MHADA Colony, Ghatkopar MABEd
(8 years) 7 V, 8 V, 9 V, 10 V

11 Shri. Amar raamateke RR Mavi Hon. School, Mulund (East) B.Sc.B.Ed
(10 years) 7 V, 8 V, 9 V, 10 V

12 hundred. RR Pawar limit Mavi Hon. School, Mulund (East) BABEd
(10 years), 6th, 7th, 8th V, 9 V

13 hundred. Ashtekar Arti RR Mavi Hon. School, Mulund (East) BABEd
(10 years) 9 V,

10th

14 Mr. Munala RR Karnik Pawar Mavi Hon. School, Mulund (East) MABEd
(8 years) 9 V,

10th

15 hundred. Sendage compassion Maruti RR Mavi Hon. School, Mulund (East) MABEd
(6 years) 9 V,

10th

16 hundred. Sarada srakate vamanarava muranjana
Hon. Vs. Mulund (East) B.Sc.B.Ed
(8 years) and 5 V
9th

17 Mr. Deepak Sonawane vamanarava muranjana
Hon. Vs. Mulund
(East) B.Sc.B.Ed
(8 years) 8 V, 9 V

18 Mrs Devotional Tawde vamanarava muranjana
Hon. Ov. Mulund
(East) M.A.B.Ed
(6 years) 8 V, 9 V, 10 V

19 hundred. Smita Bansode vamanarava muranjana
Hon. Vs. Mulund
(East) M.A.B.Ed
(8 years) 9 V, 10 V

20 hundred. Anita Rathore vamanarava muranjana
Hon. Vs. Mulund
(East) M.A.B.Ed
(13) 8 V, 9 V, 10 V

21 hundred. Anita Rathore Vidyamandir Mulund, Mulund (W) MABEd
(13) 9 V, 10 V

22 hundred. Torney India Pushpa Vidyamandir Mulund, Mulund (W)
B.Sc.B.Ed
(8 years) 8 V, 9 V

23 hundred. Anjali bhalakara Vidyamandir Mulund, Mulund (W)
MABEd
(10 years), 8 V, 9 V, 10 V
24 hundred. Rajesh Lokhande line Vidyamandir Mulund, Mulund (W) MABEd
(10 years), 8 V, 9 V, 10 V

25 hundred. I Vidyamandir sky groove Mulund, Mulund (W) MABEd
(10 years), 8 V, 9 V, 10 V

26 hundred. Padmaja Honda Maruti thakuranagara Vidyamandir,
Mulund (W) B.Sc.B.Ed
(26 years), 8 V, 9 V, 10 V

27 hundred. Shilpa thakuranagara through Vidyamandir,
Mulund (W) B.A.B.Ed
(24 years) 7 V, 8 V, 9 V, 10 V

28 hundred. Nilavu D. Bhivarakara thakuranagara Vidyamandir,
Mulund (W) M.A.B.Ed
(25 years) 9 V, 10 V

29 Mr. Yashwant Sarode thakuranagara Vidyamandir,
Mulund (W) M.Sc.B.Ed
(22) 9 V, 10 V

30 hundred. Sunita thakuranagara Vidyamandir Shete S,
Mulund (W) M.A.B.Ed
(26 years), 8 V, 9 V, 10 V

31 Mr. Aruna vs. Gaikwad navaghara Mulund MABEd
(31) 7th

32 hundred. Lena Sudhir Tatkare navaghara Mulund MABEd
(19 years), 9th
33 hundred. Alka SS Bhujbal navaghara Mulund BABEd (32) V-8
34 hundred. Indus Rajendra NALAWADE navaghara Mulund BABEd (24 years), 6th, 7th
35 hundred. Siddharth Jadhav suchita navaghara Mulund B.Sc.B.Ed (24 years) 7 V, 8 V
36 hundred. Javale MP Vidyamandir young secondary peak, Mulund BABEd (26 years), 8 V, 9 V, 10 V
37 hundred. Doda rain Ramesh young secondary peak Vidyamandir, Mulund M.Sc.B.Ed (23) 9 V, 10 V
38 Mr. Hem Chandra Balkrishna Patil Vidyamandir young secondary peak, Mulund MABEd (26 years), 8 V, 9 V, 10 V
39 hundred. Alka light Vidyamandir young secondary peak, Mulund MABEd (26 years), 8 V, 9 V, 10 V
40 hundred. Tejasri Sanjeev Dalvi young secondary peak Vidyamandir, Mulund MABEd (23) 5 V to 10 V.
41 Mr. Aasbe Age. Law. Saraswati School Vikhroli BABEd (11 years) 5 V to 10 V.
42 Sh. Sighted fools Saraswati School Kailash Vikhroli BABEd (12 years) 7 V, 8 V, 9 V
43 Mr. Sanjay Shamrao cut Saraswati School Vikhroli MABEd (10 years), 8 V, 9 V, 10 V
44 Mr. Ganpat Sakharam hule Saraswati School Vikhroli B.Sc.B.Ed (14) 9 V, 10 V
45 Mr. Somnath come. Saraswati School Vikhroli Kolekar MABEd (14) 8 V, 9 V, 10 V
46 hundred. S. Shinde. Said. Mrs. Nalini Yashavantrao dode Secondary School, Mulund (East) BABEd (25 years) 8 V, 9 V, 10 V
47 Mr. Vithoba Dadarao mandale hundred secondary school Nalini Yashavantrao dode, Mulund (East) MABEd (21) 8 V, 9 V, 10 V
Mrs. Nalini dode dode sauesaara 48 Yashavantrao Secondary School, Mulund (East) B.Sc.B.Ed (15 years) 5 V to 10 V.
49 Mr. Mrs. Nalini Sunil Pawar Yashavantrao dode Secondary School, Mulund (East) BABEd (28) 5 V to 10 V.
50 hundred. Dhavale Mrs. Nalini Vandana Yashavantrao dode secondary school, Mulund (East) BABEd (15 years) 5 V to 8 V
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Mumbai list of suburbs School Principal

A. No. Mukhyadhyapakance students name the name of the Education (years of experience)

1 Shri. Pundalik jhambare RR Mavi, Mulund (E) emebi ed (20 years)
2 Mr. Maruti kalu Sabale navaghara Vidyamandir, Mulund ed emebi (18 years)
3 The Sanjay Patil Vidyamandir young secondary peak, Mulund ed emebi (26 years)
4 Shri. Casarakara sandipa vamanarava muranjana Hon. Vs. Mulund (East) ed emebi (26 years)
5 Mr. Avale Anil Vidyamandir Mulund, Mulund ed emebi (28 years)
6 hundred. Anagha step Saraswati School Vikhroli ed emebi (25 years)
7 hundred. Sonali jagade dephodila Public School, Mulund ed emebi (15 years)
8 Mr. Ramakant Patil Mrs. Nalini Yashavantrao dode mavi, Mulund ed emebi (32 years)
9 Mr. Constitute The National High School, Kalyan B. Assy. B.. Ed (25 years)

Principal of the interview questionnaire
Mukhyadhyapakance name: -
The name of the secondary students:
- Education: -
Work experience: -

1 - What are the adhyayanavisayaka liking abhivrtti vadhavinebabata rabavale that are apakrama?
2 - After a week of the undertaking sahasaleya?
3 - Activities that are a must visayantargata
4 - mentally weak vidyathyanna margadarsanababata receive.
5 - Co-teachers and the vidyathrai sahakaryababata possible.
6 - 10 V daravasrai required to remove.
7 - I take care of my padanarya vidyathryababata?
8 - audio-visual tools where vaparababata Studies
9 - Miscellaneous spardhababata
10 - as the principal contributory vidyathryanna inspiration.